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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. The purpose of this paper is to give a clear description for the 
based ring of the lowest two-sided cell of an afline Weyl group. Our results 
support the conjecture proposed in [4, IV]. 
1.2. Let G be a simply connected, almost simple complex algebraic 
group and T a maximal torus of G. Let R c X= Hom(T, C*) be the root 
system, P c X the root lattice. Let A be the set of simple roots in R and R + 
be the set of positive roots in R. The Weyl group WO = NG( T)/T of G acts 
on X in a natural way and this action is stable on P and R. Thus we can 
form the affke Weyl group IY’ = W, K P which is a normal subgroup of the 
extended afline Weyl group W = W, K X. There exists a finite abelian sub- 
group 52 of W such that W= Q IX W’. Let 5’ be the set of simple reflections 
of W’. Then we have a standard length function 1 on W’ which can be 
extended to W by defining Z(ow) = l(w) for any o E Sz, w E W’. We keep the 
same notation for the extention of 1. 
1.3. For any u=wlul, w=02w1, w~,w~EQ, ul, WOE w’, we define 
P,, to be P,,,,, as in [l] if or = o2 and define P,, to be 0 if o1 # w2. 
We say that u< ,LR~ or U<,W or U<~W if ul<,,w, or u,<,w, or 
u1 <‘R w1 in the sense of [ 11. These relations generate quivalence relations 
-LR, -LY wR in W, respectively, and the corresponding equivalence 
classes are called two-sided cells, left cells, right cells of W, respectively. 
The relation <LR (resp. &, <R) in W then induces a partial order <LR 
(req. GL, <R) in the set of two-sided (resp. left, right) cells of W. We 
extend the Bruhat order < in w’ to W by defining u < w if and only if 
w1=02 and ur<wr. 
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1.4. Let d = @[q, q-l] be the ring of all Laurent polynomials in an 
indeterminate q with coefficients in 02. The Hecke algebra 2 of W over J& 
is a free d-module with a basis T,, w E W, and the multiplication law is 
given by the formulae 
T,TF=q2+(q2-1) T, if YES, 
T,, T,* = Twwl if w, w’ E W and l(ww’) = I(w) i- l(d). 
e have another basis of ~9, C, = q-‘(+“) C,, G w 
any z E W let a(z) = max(deg h,,,,, / w,u E W>, where h,,,., E d is deter- 
mined by the expression C,,C, = C, h,,,,C, for any w, u E 
a(z)<v= IR’( for all ZE W (see [4, I]) and cO= {we W!a(w) 
two-sided cell of W (see [6, I]) which is the lowest one for the partial 
order GLR. 
1.5. A ring with 1 is called a based ring if its additive group is a free 
abelian group with a basis 0 such that the following two conditions are 
satisfied: 
(a) If 0, 0’ E 0, 00’ = Ce,, ng,Stl’t, then rrBSS > 0. 
(b) There exists an involution 7 of this ring as a group sue 
d E Q then g E 0, 0%’ = ??‘g (8’ E O), and 
z(W) = 
i 
; 
if O’=i? 
if S’#Q, 
where z is a group homomorphism from the ring to Z defined by 
K?de nd) = C, nQ. 
From (a) one knows immediately that there exists a finite s 
such that 1 =CBtBa 8 and 02=$ if OE@,,, 88’=O if 8, 
different. 
1.6. Let h,,,, = yw,u,zq”‘“’ + lower power terms, w, U, z E 
Y w,u,z EN. Let J be the free Z-module with basis (t, j w E 
based ring if we set t, t, = C, yw,U,z t, and define i, = t,-1. 
have @= (t,(we W> and O,= (t,ldE W’, a(d)=& 
the unit of W) (see [4, II]). 
Let 9 = {d E W’ 1 a(d) - 2 deg Pe,J~ The elements in 9 all are involu- 
tions and are called distinguished involutions of &et dE9 be a 
distinguished involution then yw.u,d #0 implies that w = ue1 an 
(see [4, II]). 
ketw,u,z~W.Ify,,~,,#O,thenw-,u~‘,u-~z,w-~z.ConverselyIf 
W-LIA -’ then y w,u,I # 0 for some z E W. Thus for any two-side 
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the Z-submodule J, of J generated by t, (w E c) is an ideal of J and J, is 
also a based ring with @={~,IwEc} and @,={t,/d~2ncc). In par- 
ticular we know that JC, = JO is a based ring with 0 = {tw (w E co> and 
O,= (tdld~gO}, where L30=9ncc,. JO is the main object which we shall 
discuss in this paper. We have a decomposition J= 0, J,, where the sum 
is over all two-sided cells c of W (see [4, II]). It is easy to see that for any 
left cell r of W, J,, r - 1 is a based ring, the definition of Jrnr-l is similar 
to that of J,. 
1.7. Let J,=J@d. The map Cw+~ds9,djrhw,d,ztz defines an 
algebra homomorphism 4’ from X to J& which is injective (lot. cit.). 
Therefore map C, -+ CdtsO h,,,,t, gives an algebra homomorphism 4 
from 2 to JO@&. 
1.8. Similarly for ( W’, 5’) we can define its Hecke algebra 2’ over B 
and define its based ring J’, which can be regarded as subalgebras of d 
and J in a natural way, respectively. We have d’(X’) c J’ @ d = J’&. 
1.9. Let G’ be a reductive complex algebraic group which acts algebrai- 
cally on a finite set Y. A G’-equivariant complex vector bundle ( = G’-v.b.) 
V on Y then is just a collection of finite dimensional complex vector spaces 
V, (v E Y) with a given rational representation of G’ on eYE y V, and 
gV, = V,, for all g E G’, y E Y. The direct sum of G’-v.b. can be defined 
naturally and the Grothendieck group KG(Y) of the category of G’-v.b. on Y 
then is well defined. The set 5 of isomorphism classes of irreducible G’-v.b. 
on Y is a basis of KG’(Y). For any y E Y let Gh be the stabilizer of y in G’. 
It is easy to see that there exists a bijection between F and the set of pairs 
(v, p) where y E Y, p E Trr Gh (the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible 
rational representations of G;), modulo the obvious action of Gb. 
Let Y be a G’-set (i.e., G’ has an algebraic action on Y). Then Y x Y is 
also a G’-set. KG( Y x Y) is a based ring if we define the multiplication * in 
&(Yx Y) by setting (&*K)(yl,yZ) = QyEy J’l(y,.y) @ &(y,yZ) for any 
Vi, V, E KG-( Y x Y) and define ~l(yl,yZ) = VycYZ,YI) (the complex dual of 
V ICy2,y,j). In this case we have 0 = the set of isomorphism classes of 
irreducible G’-v.b. on Y x Y and OO = { VE 0 1 Vcv,y, = @ for some y E Y}. 
When G’ is connected then any algebraic action of G’ on a finite set has 
to be trivial. In this case F has a bijection with the set of pairs (y, p) where 
y E Y, p E Irr G’. 
Now we can state our main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 1.10. Let G be as in 1.2, Y a G-set, and (YI = 1 W,l. Then JO 
and Ko( Y x Y) are isomorphic as based rings; i.e., there exists a bijection 
$: ( t, ) w E co} -+ (isomorphism classes of irreducible G-v.b. on Y x Y} such 
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that I/J gives rise to an isomorphism of rings $19, -+ KG( Yx Y) and 
$(t,-I) = I)( ,) for any w E cO. -7 
COROLLARY 1.11. For any y E Y let 
r,= (w~coI~(tw)(~,,,,#ofor s me y’E Yj 
r;= (WfC,l$4,)(,,,.)fO for some y’e Y). 
Then y -+ ry (resp. y -+ l-l) gives a bijection between Y and the set of lest 
(resp. right) cells in c,, and Jr,,,.-1 2: R,, Y the ring of ~~t~~~~i re~rese~t~t~o~.~ 
of 6. 
Proof. These statements follow from t, t, f 0 if and only if w -I2 u ~’ 
and I&({ y> x (y>) is isomorphic to R,. 
2. THE GEOMETRIC REALIZATION 0~ ( 
In this section we shall give a geometric realization of ( 
[2] and prove some results which are crucial for 
Theorem 1.10. 
2.1. Consider the real space E = X@, R. Let a” E 
coroot corresponding to CCE R. For any OIE 
hyperplane {e E E / (e, a ” ) = n ) and let 
(eE:El (e, cl”)>n), EN;n the half-space {eE 
The hyperplane H,, determines a reflection B,,, of E: o,,,(e) = 
e - ((e, a ” ) - n) a. All such reflections generate affine motions group /% 
of E and /i acts simply transitively on the set of the connected corn- 
ponents of E- UcreR+,nEmHl,n. These connected components are called 
alcoves. We shall regard n acting on the right on M or E. 
Each alcove has k + 1 faces (facets with codimension I), where k = jd j. 
Then the set S, of A-orbits of faces consists of k + 1 elements. For eat 
ment y1 E S1, we define a permutation of M and denote it yet by y1 : for any 
alcove A E M we set rl A to be the unique alcove which is not equal to A 
and has a common face of type rl with A. is an ~~vo~~tio~. All such 
involutions generate a permutation group ( W, , 
Weyl group and is isomorphic to (W’, S). NJ 
nt v E E is called a special point if ther s in 
n E Z} passing u. The original point Let 
%$=(eEE((e,ol”)>Ofor any~~R+~,~t~saq~art~~w~t~verte~O. For 
any special. point v let %7V be the unique quarter sue that %Yo is a translate 
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of ‘;kb and v is the vertex of %$. Let A, be the unique alcove contained 
in VU with closure containing v. The connected components of 
E-U a Ed, nE H H,,, are called boxes. For each special point v there exists a 
unique box I7, such that A, c Z7,. Let W, be the subgroup of W’ stabling 
the set of alcoves with closure containing v. Then for any WE W’ one has 
WA, c +$ if and only if Z(ww,) = I(w) + Z(w,), where w, is the longest 
element of W,. 
2.2. We introduce a partial order < on M. Let A, BE M be alcoves. 
For any hyperplane H,,,* (a E R+, n E Z) separating A and B we count 1 if 
A is in E& and count - 1 if A is in E,,,. The sum of these + 1 over all 
hyperplanes H,,, (a E R, n E Z) separating A and B is denoted by d(A, B). 
We say that A d B if there exists a sequence of alcoves A = A,, A,, . . . . 
A, = B such that for any i (1 < i<‘m) we have d(Ai_ 1, AJ = 1 and 
Ai=Ai_l~H, for some Hi~{H,,,)a~R, neZ}. 
2.3. Let A EM, we set 
Z(A)= {reSIAc9$ and rA d Gf$ for some special point v). 
Let A’ be the free d-module with basis M. J&’ has an unique &?-module 
structure such that 
T,A = rA if r$Y(A) 
T,A = q2rA + (q2 - 1)A if rEp(A). 
Let W-E w’, A EM, T,A =CBEM z,:~,~B. It is easy to see that if 
G,A,B # 0 then rn,,A,B is a polynomial m q (in fact in q2) with positive 
leading coefficient (the coefficient of the highest power of q in x,,~,~). 
We shall need some results due to Lusztig. 
PROPOSITION 2.4 (see [2, 4.21). Let A E M be such that As v, v a special 
point of E. If WA, c (ZU, then deg n,,A,B d d(B, WA,), and if deg TC,,,~,~ = 
d(B, WA,) then B = wA,I for some translation 2 in A. 
2.5. Let v E P be a special point and let w E w’ be such that WA, c ~$7”. 
We set 
-%=q-‘(“‘) c P uw”,ww”Tw 
u<:ww, 
KUW”) = l(u) + I(w,) 
It is easy to check that E, CwU = C,,s. 
Let A; = w,A,. If WA, = Cc l7,, then 
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has the following properties (see [2, 5.21): 
(a) QA,= # 0 implies that A d C. 
(b) If A dC then QA,c is a polynomial of degree < d(A, C) - 1 if 
AfC, and Qc.c=l. 
Note that DC=qlcW)EwDA,, WE W’, wA,cUu, C=wA,. 
Let h be the anti-isomorphism of A? defined by h(T,) = a,-, (u E W) and 
let F,= h(E,) if w E W’, WA, c(e,. We then have C,.OFF,,. = h(E,C,,.J = 
w,.wL~ = CL,,d. 
~RoPosrTroN 2.6 (see l2, 10.43). Let u E E be a special point and u E W! 
be such that uA, = Cc Ce,. Then. 
4 
&UWdC 
UW” A, = 1 n,qd(B,C)D,, 
B 
where nB (BE M) are determined by r~,,~ =n,qdcB,C) + lower power terms, 
T,C~~~A=CBT&, ~,,BE&. 
The following lemma is a key to Theorem 1.10. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let v, u be as in 2.6. Suppose that uA, = A,,, i.e., uA, is the 
translate of A,. Let w E W’ be such that wA,( c Ifvs. Then E,vG,,O = C,,>,,.,. 
Proojf: Let T, CAssu A’ = C, n,,B and R,~ = ngqd(B.C) +lower power 
terms, where C = uA, = A,.. By 2.6 then we have 
9 I~uwl)c WV” A; = c nBqd(B.cj 
B 
Using 2.4 we see that if n,#O then B= Ci, = A,.;1 = A,,,, for some trans- 
lation A E A. Hence we have wB c lIur~ since WA,, c D-H,,. ~~~~y~~g 2.5 we 
obtain 
q[(wuwL)Ew CuwLA; = c FZ~~~(~~~‘P~,,~ 
B 
Let DwB = 22, i wB QA,wB-4 then deg 4LwB G 44 
QWB,WB = I. Let C’ = WC= wuA,, then d(B, C) = d( 
n, # 0. Thus in the expression ql(MiUWu’Ew C,,vuA 
deg rc; < d(A, C’) and deg 7~; = d( A, C’) if and on1 
with n, ~0. In this case we have na = n,qdcA% 
Therefore we can describe ng as the coefficient o 
AEM. 
’ n the other hand, we have T,, C,-, 38 A’ = T,, B ~L4.B = CA n,A. If 
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deg 7trB = d(B, C) then B= A,,;1 for some translation 2 E A, hence one 
knows that T,B= wB. Note that z,~,.:~ has a positive leading coefficient 
for any w’ E W’, B’, B” E M (2.3) and that the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial 
P wI,wI has non-negative coefficients for any w’, w” E W. According 
to the above description of n, we see that deg IE~ d d(A, C’) and 
deg 7~~ = d(A, C’) if and only if A = wB for some B with nB # 0, and nA has 
leading coefficient ‘zs in this case. By 2.6 we have the equality 
%&“A; = C,,,/A;. 
The lemma therefore can be deduced from the following result. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let v E E be a special point and let U, = (u E W’I Z(uw,) = 
4u)+4w,)}, then CuGUUa,C,,UA; =C,,U, b,C,,“A; (finite sums) 
implies that C,, v, aJkO =C,, UD bUCU,U. 
ProoJ: Let u0 be an element in (u E U, 1 a,, # 0 or b, # 0} with maximal 
length, then 
.F* a,C,JA, =a,,+%+ c aP 
li u0.40 Q B 
=b,,u,A,+ c b;B. 
uoAo C B 
Hence a,, = b,,. Using induction on I(u,) we see that the lemma holds. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let w, u, v be as in 2.7. Let w’ E W’ be such that 
w’A, c Q$; then E,C,,OFF,, = CwUwUwI-~. 
Prooj (1) For any x E W, set TX = q-““‘TX. Let x, y E W, write that 
Then we have 
(a) fX,Y,Z is a polynomial in q - q-l = l with non-negative integer 
coefficients and deg, f,, ,_ < v (see [4, I, Theorem 7.21). 
Let f,, y,z = Y:, y,z (” + lower degree terms, then we have 
(b) Ifx,y,z~~~,theny,,,,=y!_,(see [4,1, 5.2and7.10]).Let 
x9 YECO, ZE W be such that Z(xz-‘)= I(x)+l(z) and Z(zy)=Z(z)+Z(y), 
then 
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Note that fz-,,,,, = 1, by (a) and (b) we see that 
(c) yxz-~,iJ,,zsj 3 yx,y,z,c for any 2” E cO. 
It is easy to see that 
(d) r:,,,,,,, = 1. 
VI e have 
ecause W’W, w’ ~ ’ is a distinguished involution of (see [6, 13, 
Theorem 6.1 I), we know that 
(e) Y,Yu,.,w’-I,,,,*,~,-l,~ # 0 if and only if z = WUW, w’ ~ ‘, and in t 
Yww, w-‘,w%“w,-‘,z = 1 (see [4, II, 1.4 and 1.81). 
y (b), (d), and (e) we see that 
(f) Yliuw,,w~vw~-I,z f 0 if and ordy if z = wuw,w-l. 
‘valent to saying that 
g hWUM.U,wL,WI-~,Z = v if and only if z = WUW, w’ ~ ‘” 
(h) E,C,,LCw,nFF,r = qdY(CIVIIt w, q21(w-“)) E,GC,,v~Fwr (see [3, 8.73). 
Let E,. C,,UFF,.. = C, a, C,. Note that h,, y,= (x, y, z E W) is a ~0~~~0~~~~ 
in q + qP ’ (i.e., qi and qmi have the same coefficients) (see Cl, ( 
and so is q-Y(CW,rt W, q 21(““‘)) =S, by (d’) and (h) we see that aZ is a 
mial in q + 9-l. Note that deg S = v. Combining this and (g) we s 
(4) 
h 
! 
q-Y(~M’ilE wc q2’(w”)) if z = wuw”w’-- 3 
wun’~,)I.~w’-~,z = 8 otherwise. 
The theorem is proved. 
2.10. Let u E E be a special point and let XL7 = 1~~x1 I(w,x) = 
I(w,) + I(x)}. For any XFX: there exist some w E 9, u E U, sue 
U. It is obvious that uA, c 5~7~ is a tra ate A,, of A,. Let 
be such that WA, c IT,, w’A, c II,, illen have the ~o~~owi~g 
Y 2.11. In the setup of2.10, we have E,.C,S~,xFwr = C,,,cz,,,.,-, 
ProoJ Note that W,XW,, = ou and one knows that (trj-l~v~)A,S c ~7, 
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The corollary is proved. 
3. THE CENTER OF Jo 
In this section we describe the center of J, explicitly. 
3.1. For any x E X we choose x’, x” E X + = _Y,+ such that x = x’x”- ’ 
and then define px = q”““Tx,(q”““T,,,)~‘. TX is independent of the choices 
of x’ and x”. We denote the conjugacy class of XE X in W by 0, and let 
z, = CXW* K. Then the additive subgroup Z of x generated by 
{z, 1 x E X} is a free abelian group and Z 0 &’ is just the center of %. Note 
that z,, XEX+ is a basis of 2. For any XEX+ let V(x) be the unique (up 
to isomorphism) rational irreducible representation of G with the highest 
weight x. Denote d(x’, x) as the dimension of the x’-weight space V(x), of 
V(x). Then S, = CxcEx+ d(x’, x) z,,, x E X+ is an another basis of Z. 
3.2. Let (T C W be the set {owl w E 52, w E W’ and WA, c no>. Then 
co= {ouw,W110E52, UE u,, WE@} (see C6, II 1, 
where w0 is the longest element in I%‘,. For any c~ E Q, u E U,, there exists 
unique w’E0, XE X+ such that ou = w’wOxwO. Hence 
co= {w’woxw-l lw, W’E0, xEX+}. 
Each element in c0 has a unique expression of the form w’wOxw ~ ‘. 
Let z~=w;w~xw;~, z~=w;w~xw;~, wi,wiEd (i=l,2), x,x’EX+. 
Then z 1 -Lz2 if and only if w1 =w2 (see [6, II]). As a result one has 
Zl -L Zl -‘ifandonlyifw,=w;. 
For any w = wwi, COED, w16 W’, and w,A,cl7, we set E,=T,E,, 
and Fw = h(E,) = F,, T,-I. Then Corollary 2.11 can be re-expressed as 
follows. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let w, w’ E 0, x E X+, then E,C,,F,,,, = Cww,,xwfm~. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let XE X+, w, W’E CJ, then SxCwwowr-~ = C,,,,rm~. 
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Proof. By 3.3 we see that S,C,,,,,-l=E,S,C,,P,,. 
(see 13, 8.61). Hence SxCWWgW8-~ = E,CW0,FW8 =CWWOxWI-L 
3.5. et v E E be a special point and let w, w’ E 
WA”C u, w’A, c IT,. Let x G A’:. Note that there exists o E 
w,=o -lwoo and wxc.-l E X+ one has SWx(LI-ICwu,DW,~~ = CWWUx,,,I~I by 3.4. 
THEOREM 3.6. d(Z) is just the center of JO. Let r be a left ceil in cO and 
d E r be a distinguished involution, then d(Z) ta = S,, r-~. 
ProoJ: First we know that d(Z) is in the center of JO@ d (see [4, III]). 
Note that g0 = ( wwOw-l / w E G> (see [6, II, Theorem 6.1 I$). 
tion of Q and 3.4 we have 
Now let b = C, autu be in the center of Jo. e need to prove that b is 
a linear combination of some d(S,), XEX+. Suppose that q, ~0, UE cO” 
Choose do go such that d- L U, then t, appears in tU-lb with coeficient 
a,#O. ut &lb= b&-l, hence d-LuP1. Thus umL up1 ancf there exist 
some w E U, x E X+ such that u = wwOxw I. Let 21’ = w’w~xw’-~, w’ E cr, we 
assert that k~,, = a,. In fact let u1 = WW~W’+~, then twWgxW,.‘-i appears in bt,, 
with coefficient a, and appears in t,, b with coefficient a,,. Therefore & is a 
linear combination of some d(S,,), x’ E X+ The first assertion is 
The second one follows from the explicit ex ression of c#(S,) and 
4. THE F?UXF OF THEOREM 1.10 
4.1. Let x,x’, x”EX+, we denote m(x, x’, x”) as the multiplicity of 
V((x”) appearing in the tensor product V(x) @ V(Y). Then S,S,. = 
c x”EX+ m(x, x’, x”) S,.!. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let w1 = wwOxwW1, w2 = wwOx’wM1, w E (T, x, X’ f X’. 
Then yWl,Wz,W) # 0, w3 E q,, implies that w3 = WW~X”W-~ for some x” E Xi 
and in this case we have yW1,Wz,WJ = m(x, x’, x”). 
Proo$ If y,,,,,,,,#O then wjwLw2, w;‘~~w;~N~w~. ence 
-’ w3 -L w3 and w3= WW~X”W-~ for some x”EX+ (3.21. -h,wz,w3 = 
m(x, x’, x”) follows from 3.4, 4.1, and 4 is an algebra bomomor~bism from 
26 to 9()0&d. 
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COROLLARY 4.3. Let wie a’, i= 1,2, 3,4, x, x’ E X+ and let u1 = 
Wl woxw2 -l, u2 = w3wox’wq1. Then 
(4 ~~~~~~~~~ =Ofor any ujEco ifw,#w,. 
(b) If w2 = wj and yuIIuziuj # 0 then u3 = w1 wox”w;’ for some X”E X 
and y ul,uz,uj = 44 x’, x”). 
ProoJ: (a) follows from u1 7LL u;‘. 
Now suppose that w2=wj. Let u; = w,xw;‘, u;= w2wox’, then 
h ++; #O implies that u; = wax” for some x” E X+ since u; -L u; and 
u;-RU;. Using 4.2 we see that y,;,,;,,; = m(x, x’, xl’). By 3.3 we know that 
h -,=h / UI,~2.~IW~“~~ u,,+. The corollary is proved. 
4.4. Proof of Theorem 1.10. Let Y= cr, then 1 YJ = 1 W,/. Let G act on Y 
trivially. For any u E co, u = wwoxw’-‘, w, w’ E g, XEX+, let V(u) be the 
unique irreducible G-v.b. on Yx Y such that V(u)(,,,,) = V(x). The map 
t, + V(u) defines a bijection between the set { t,l UE co} and the set of 
isomorphism classes of irreducible G-v.b. on Y x Y. By 4.3 we know that 
the bijection gives rise to an isomorphism II/ of rings between Jo and 
KG( Y x Y). t,b(t,-1) = v?u’, follows from V(x)* = V(w,x-‘w,). The theorem 
is proved. 
4.5. Let r. be the unique simple reflection of w’ which doesn’t belong 
to W,. For any two-sided cell c # {e} of W, there is a unique left cell r, 
in c such that ur < u, u E r,, r E S implies that r = r0 (see [S]). If c = {e}, 
let r, = c. Then the element u E lJC r, n r;’ is just the shortest one in the 
double coset W,,u W, = W,x W,, x E Xf. Thus u, r, n r;’ has a bijection 
with X+. Let x1, x2, . . . . xk E X+ be basic weights; i.e., x1, x2, . . . . xk generate 
Xand (a”,xi)=OforallaEdexceptoneaiedand (ay,xi)=l. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. In the setup of 4.5, we have u E co if and only if 
x;~xEX+ for all basic weights xi. 
ProoJ Assume that u E r,, n r,‘, then u = wwox’w-‘, for some w E 0, 
X’EX+. Since ur < u, r E S implies that r = ro, w E Q is an element in cr 
with maximal length. Hence w = x1x2...xkwo, and u = x~x~...x~x’w,. So 
x = x:x~...x~x’. The proposition is proved. 
5. THE REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section we give some discussions on the representations of 
-J,=J,@@, &(Yx Y)=K,(Yx Y)@@, and J~nI.-I=J~~~~I@@, r a 
left cell in co. 
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5.1. We recall some results about the representations of _S, and 
KG ( Y x Y) due to Lusztig. The reference is [4, III and IV]. 
It is known that the isomorphism classes of irreducible representations of 
JO has a bijection with the set of pairs (s, p) modulo the action of G, where 
s E G is a semisimple element and p is an irreducible representation of 
A(s) = Z,(s)/Z,(s)’ appearing in some N2’(p”, C), here fl” is the variety of 
rel subgroups of G containing S. Now G is simply connected, al 
e, hence A(s) = {e} and p is always a unit representation. Thus 
isomorphism classes of irreducible representations ofJO has a bije 
the set of semisimple conjugacy classes of G. Let E(s) be the ir 
module of J, corresponding to the conjugacy containing s. Then 
be described as the unique irreducible module of JO with a(,!?,) acting on 
it by scalar tr(s, V(x)). 
Let Y be as in 4.4. Let F be the algebra of @-valued functions on Yx Y9 
the multiplication in 9 is given byf *f’(yl, y2)=CyfYf(y1, y) f'(y, y2jS 
S, f’ E 9, (yi, y2) E Yx Y. For any semisimple element SE G we have an 
algebra homomorphism h, : KG ( Y x Y) -+ 9, by associating to each G-vb. 
l’ on Yx Y to the function f (y, y’) = tr(s, “J,.,,). Let F be the vector 
of all functions Y-+ @. F becomes an irreducible module of B if we 
fP(Y) = cv,. Y f( y, y’) p( y’), fe 9, p E F, y E Y, which in fact is the umqu: 
(up to isomorphism) irreducible of P. Via homomorphism A,, F beco 
an irreducible module F(s) of K, ( Y x Y). Mas s -+ F(J) giv 
between the set of semisimple conjugacy classes of G a 
irreducible modules (up to isomorphism) of K, (Y x Y). 
QPOSITION 5.2. Each irreducible module of JO has ~~rne~~i~~ I W,[. Via 
the isomor~hism $ @ id: JO --+ &T, ( Y x Y), F(s) becomes an irreducible 
module of Jo which is just E(s). 
ProoJP: The first assertion follows from / Yl = 1 
follows from the fact that $(&S,J) (xEX+) acts on F(s) by scalar 
tr(s, Vx)). 
emark. Is it true that any irreducible mo de of J,@ @ has 
dimension < 1 W,/ for every two-sided cell c of W? 
5.4. For any semisimple element s E 6, let Ix be tbe irreducibl 
of Z@ C such that S, (x E X’) acts on it by scalar tr(s, P’(x)). IS 
an irreducible module of _Jrnr-l via the isomor 
c xt~+ d(sx) td@ax, a, E C, here r is a left cell in 
involution in r. s -+ 1, gives a bijection between the set of ~emi§~mple con- 
jugacy classes of G and the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible 
modules of -jr.nT-l. 
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PROPOSITION 5.5. Let r be a left cell in cO, de r be the distinguished 
involution, then tdE(s) = I,. 
ProoJ It is easy to see that I, must appear in some tdE(s’) for some 
semisimple element s’ in G. But tdE(s’) is a direct sum of some copies of 
1,, if tdE(s’) # 0. Hence tdE(s) # 0. Now E(s) has dimension 1 W,l and the 
number of left cells in q, is also ( W,(. Therefore dim tdE(s) = 1 and 
tdE(s) =I,. The proposition is proved. 
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